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Reviewer's report:

I want to thank the authors for comprehensively addressing most of my concerns. However some concerns are still left, which I think need to be addressed before publication:

1. Authors' response to my comment #2 (the authors not reporting effect sizes of the intervention). While I understand that the authors do not want to risk a rejection of their main paper in which they report intervention effectiveness, my concerns remain that a process evaluation is of limited value if the intervention effectiveness is unknown. I think it is important to know whether the study was effective or not, whether there was a small or big effect size and to what extent implementation processes (as actually evaluated in this study) contributed to the intervention success (or lack thereof). A process evaluation without knowing the outcomes of the process evaluated is of very limited use. For example, while the authors removed the initial statement about the small study effect, they still refer to intervention and implementation effects that are closely interwoven throughout the manuscript. How these two are interwoven exactly can only be assessed and understood if both types of outcomes are known - process and intervention outcomes.

2. Authors' response to my comment #7 (focus on attendance rates only without taking into account WHO participated). The fact that this could not be assessed needs to be stated in the limitations section and the authors need to discuss how over-representation of certain groups and under-representation of others may have affected the implementation process and intervention success. For example, if only care aides attended and no nurses, this may have implications for the more technical/medical aspects of care provision and if care aides were under-represented, important aspects of social care (and intimate knowledge of residents as only held by care aides) may not have been taken into account.

3. Authors' response to my comment #8 (attendance over time rather than overall attendance only). I suggest that the authors either add the appendix they suggested or at least discuss how heterogeneous attendance was over time and how this may have affected implementation and intervention success.

4. Authors' response to my comment #9 (consistency of attendance - same people over time or new ones all the time). I respectfully disagree with the authors' statements. First, while sessions may be attended independently and having attended a previous session may not have been a prerequisite to understand this current session's content, it is highly likely that attending two or more of these sessions exposes participants to a higher dose of the intervention, which may
increase intervention success. Also, we know quite well that care staff do not very often and not very effectively pass on their learnings from training sessions to other staff members. This is certainly not a good argument for not assessing consistency of attendance over time. At the very least this issue should be discussed.
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